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WHY
do we have to 

go to the 

office to work?

WHY
can’t workers 

retire at forty and

resume work at sixty?

WHY
is most work 

divided into 

40 hour chunks?

WHY
is hire & fire 

the dominant

employment model?

WHY
can’t workers be

employed by more 

than one company?

WHY
is work 

defined in jobs?

M Tu W Th F
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These are not merely hypothetical

questions.

They are in fact at the very heart of

what’s wrong with many companies in

the eyes of some of their best talent.

WHY
do we have to 

go to the 

office to work?

WHY
can’t workers 

retire at forty and

resume work at sixty?

WHY
is most work 

divided into 

40 hour chunks?

WHY
is hire & fire 

the dominant

employment model?

WHY
can’t workers be

employed by more 

than one company?

WHY
is work 

defined in jobs?
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The latest Ci Survey of talented

knowledge workers in 32 countries

uncovered shocking levels of

dissatisfaction:
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The ‘deal’ isn’t

working. People

desperately want

alternatives:

Attractiveness of Alternative 

Work Options 

Base: All respondents, N=1,460
Source: Ci Global Survey, 2005

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Working for yourself

Making a complete change of career direction

Working for a large employer 

Working for a small organisation or start-up 

Retraining at employer’s expense for 

different type of work

Taking a career break/sabbatical

Doing unpaid/voluntary work

Retraining at own expense for different 

type of work

Stopping paid work altogether

To a great To a very great
extent extent
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What’s the solution?

Definition of Agility

By agility we mean a dynamic,

enterprising response to market, customer

or business demands. This includes the

timely provision of the right skills in the

right location. Both individuals and

organisations can be agile. 

This manifesto seeks to answer the

question, �What could the workplace

look like if it were designed to promote

both organisational and individual

agility, and what must executives and

individuals do to realise this vision?�

AGILITY
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WHY
is hire & fire 

the dominant

employment model?

WHY
can’t workers be

employed by more 

than one company?

WHY
is work 

defined in jobs?

WHY
do we have to 

go to the 

office to work?

WHY
can’t workers 

retire at forty and

resume work at sixty?

WHY
is most work 

divided into 

40 hour chunks?

Here is our manifesto. It offers six ways to create

the new agile workplace.  

This is a vision for organisations whose success is

built on releasing people’s desire to achieve, and

their willingness to be agile.

It presents an ideal, yet each element is

already seen in some workplaces today.
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WHY is work defined in jobs? 

It doesn’t have to be.

1. Work should be defined in roles

that play to people’s strengths

In tomorrow’s agile workplace, roles
defined by behaviour and outcomes (not
jobs defined by tasks) will form the basis
for flexible delivery of work, and will be
adapted to fast-changing requirements of
the business, the individual and the
environment.

Evidence: 

Companies like W. L. Gore have
redesigned how work is achieved,
describing people’s roles in a series of
‘commitments’ (see Manifesto report).
Global charity Oxfam is also moving from
traditional job descriptions towards “cut &
paste” roles. This means project teams
can be reconfigured using part-time, full-
time and contract workers to enable rapid
response to humanitarian crises.
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What organisations 

can do: 

Hire for attitude first, and specific
skills second. Fill flexible roles, not
fixed positions defined by today’s
tasks. Reward people as much for
‘how’ they achieve (behaviours) not
just ‘what’ they achieve (targets).

What individuals 

can do: 

Encourage your manager (or mentor, or
colleagues) to have regular
conversations* with you to review the
role, the work, and future needs – both
yours and the organisation’s.

*
For some help, try a career tool at www.theCgap.com.

1. Work should be defined in roles

that play to people’s strengths
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WHY can’t workers be employed by more than one company? 

They already are!

2. Most employers don’t need

exclusive control

In the future, more companies will gain by
openly releasing their workers into other
organisations, to return with renewed
knowledge and broader experience. This
removes friction and cost from the talent
deployment process, better matching
supply and demand.

Evidence: 

Already, according to our survey, 10% of
full-time workers and 28% of part-timers
have at least one other job. Companies
like Virtual Consultancy LLP * already
achieve this (see Manifesto report),
offering their self-employed associates
the freedom to perform non-competing
work whenever they choose.
*

Virtual Consultancy LLP is a pseudonym used to protect the company's
identity, at their request. They have several thousand associates based in
twenty countries.
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What organisations 

can do: 

Redefine talent management – it’s not
about retention of people, but
maintaining access to skills. Start with
internal mobility and find multiple ways
to reward managers who develop,
share and release talent between
business units.

What individuals 

can do: 

Operate as if you’re self-employed.
Maintain your networks, know your
skills, identify your key customers. Be
genuinely loyal to them so that they will
be unafraid to release you to work
elsewhere.

2. Most employers don’t need

exclusive control
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WHY is hire & fire the dominant employment model?

3. Design Learning

into Work

Agility can best be built through long-term
relationships with people and
organisations. This generates levels of
trust and commitment that are essential
in times of change. Traditional hire-and-fire
approaches (including outsourcing) tend to
be wasteful and expensive, destroying
morale and depleting knowledge.

Evidence: 

Organisations that develop alternative
retraining and redeployment
strategies are rewarded handsomely.
For example, in 2004 Bell Canada’s
modest investment in its ‘Bell People
First’ programme (see Manifesto
report) saved $46m at a cost of just
$7m a 600% return. saved $46m at a
cost of just $7m – a 600% return.
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What organisations 

can do: 

Build work on relationships not
transactions. Segment the workforce
and create diverse ‘deals’. Identify
‘hubs’ for relationships and knowledge,
and build learning-based relationships
with people who fulfil those roles.

What individuals 

can do: 

Be proactive and invest more in your
own development. Ask people what
skills will be needed in the future, and
then work to maintain the value you
can offer.

3. Design Learning

into Work
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Most work - and most customer needs -
can be divided into projects or customer
requirements that have little or no
connection to the working week. In
tomorrow’s agile workplace more people
will choose to divide their work into output-
based chunks, gaining control over when,
where and how they work.

4. Define work in projects, 

not weeks or years

WHY is most work divided into 35-40 hour chunks? 

It isn’t.

Evidence: 

In professional services it is now
common for most people to work on
projects and to report to more than one
boss. Line managers are replaced by
‘project managers’, ‘Deployment
managers’ who assemble project
teams, and ‘professional development
managers’ who provide continuity and
support.
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4. Define work in projects, 

not weeks or years

What organisations 

can do: 

Review real projects, not crude annual
targets. Judge performance on genuine
results achieved (what and how) not
time spent. Since these are hard to
measure, this ideal can only be
usefully achieved when there are high
levels of trust and when the focus is
on the future.

What individuals 

can do: 

Abandon pay for time mentality, and
focus on results. Ask others for
feedback on your contribution and
concentrate on where you can make a
difference. Count how many projects
you have both inside and outside work
and recognise your limits!
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Growing numbers of workers are moving in
and out of employment for personal or
family reasons, to spend time in the
voluntary sector, or to become self-
employed. Most – especially women –
never return to their original employer1.
Organisations can no longer afford this
brain drain.

1 Harvard Business Review, March 2005.
2  Ci Global Survey 2005. The top reason is education.
3 The Conference Board

5. Work commitments

can be fitted to phase of life

WHY can’t workers retire at forty and resume work at sixty? 

They can.

Evidence: 

A quarter of knowledge workers have
already taken a ‘career break’ and mostly
not for childcare reasons2. However, these
changes to careers will be accelerated
most rapidly as a result of the aging of the
workforce. For example, by 2010 in the
U.S. the number of 55-64 year olds will
expand by 52% 3. In the Ci survey only 3%
of those nearing retirement said they
would not be willing to do paid work after
they start drawing a pension.
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What organisations 

can do: 

Divide work into modular components,
and define how these can be fulfilled
by different types of worker. Highlight
high-profile role-models who have a
non-traditional career. Question
accepted norms. Actively support
managers to lead diverse, cross-
generational virtual teams.

What individuals 

can do: 

Work out what you really want from life
and work, and be realistic about the
trade-offs you are able and willing to
make at different stages in life. Don’t
expect automatic salary progression
with age. Act self-employed, even if
you’re not, and identify who your
customers are.

5. Work commitments

can be fitted to phase of life
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Today’s agile workers expect flexibility of
location as the norm. As one Ci Survey
participant eloquently expressed it, “Get
real buddy, this is 2005”. By allowing
people to judge the most efficient location
for different types of work, they can
minimise distractions and wasted
commuting time.

6. We can choose where we work

most productively

WHY do we have to go to the office to work? 

We don’t.

Evidence:

Companies like Sun Microsystems, BT
and Nokia have redefined the location
of work. Thousands work from home,
while travelling, or in ‘third spaces’
such as cafés without the distractions
of the office. Real estate savings have
been substantial: Sun saved $71m in
2004 (see Manifesto report).
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What organisations 

can do: 

Reconsider the purpose and design of
office spaces, so that they reflect the
requirement for creativity, inspiration,
team formation and accelerated
decision making. Provide training and
support for managers who are
concerned about managing remotely.

What individuals 

can do: 

Stay in touch with your supervisor and
team daily via phone or email.
Maintain visibility with the person who
grades your performance. Keep in
touch with office politics 

6. We can choose where we work

most productively
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This is a vision for agility very different from most

people’s experience today. It requires a ‘new deal’

based on much higher levels of trust, engagement

and discretionary effort.

Crafting a New Deal

Achieving this will entail nothing short of a

campaign – some would say a revolution – in work

practices and employment relationships today.

Managers

1. What are the drivers for change?

2. In what ways is the current
employment deal not working?

3. What are the business benefits to
be gained from changing the
employment deal?

4. What obstacles might we encounter
if we were to try and change the
employment deal?

5. How could these be overcome?

Individuals

1. How do I feel about my existing
employment deal?

2. What is working well and what is
not?

3. If I could change any aspect of the
deal what would it be?

4. What would be the benefits to my
employer?

5. Looking ahead what change might I
want to make in the next five years?

Location

Time

Responsibilities

Opportunities

Experience

Learning & Development

Employment Relationship

Compensation & Benefits
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About The Career Innovation Group 

The Ci Group is an alliance of global organisations whose goal is to be seen as ‘inspiring companies’. Supported by
a team of researchers, facilitators and coaches they jointly fund research, share experiences at innovation events,
and develop high-impact tools that support organisational change and promote ‘career partnerships’. 

PARTNERS IN THE CI GROUP'S AGILE RESOURCING PROGRAMME:

27 Park End Street

Oxford OX1 1HU

United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1865 202123

F: +44 (0)1865 201033

E: info@careerinnovation.com

W: www.careerinnovation.com

http://www.careerinnovation.com
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Thank You

Partner Company Contributors:

Dianna Peterson – Boeing
Rich Hartnett – Boeing
Bob Green – BT
Margaret Savage – BT
Peter Bedford – Nokia
Emilia Pasanen – Nokia
Jim Pilarski – Marriott
Andrew Thompson – Oxfam
Charles Macleod – PricewaterhouseCoopers
Tony Jackson – PricewaterhouseCoopers
Dave Dickey – Pfizer
Sandy Campbell – UBS

The Ci Manifesto was written by Tony DiRomualdo and Jonathan Winter with
Charles Jackson (Ci Survey Director). It would not have been possible
without the varied support of many individuals and organisations. Some of
them are listed below.

© The Career Innovation Company, 2005

Other Contributors to the Research:

Cindy Cunningham – Formerly of Bank of America 
Shelley Murray – Formerly of Bank of America 
Maureen Bell – Bell Canada 
Lauren Stiller Rikleen – Bowditch & Dewey LLC 
Peter Hyson – Change Perspectives 
Chris Ridgewell – WiseWork 
Stephen Buckley – IBM 
Phil Derges – MEIRG/Rolls-Royce 
Glenn Dirks – Sun Microsystems 
Michael Moynagh – The Tomorrow Project 
Ap Eigenhuis – Unilever
Jack Fallow – Centre for Organisation Effectiveness
Catherine Wang – Oxford Brookes Business School

TimeBank

Melbourne Business School

Thunderbird, The Garvin School of
International Management

Junior Chamber International

Senior Job Bank

Businesswomen’s Association of South Africa

Wageningen University

Leader to Leader Institute

Alpha Maps (Singapore)

Monash University

Experience Works

Queensland University of Technology

Cass Business School London

American University (Washington D.C., USA)

2young2retire

pracuj.pl

The 2005 Ci Global Survey took place with the support of:
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Order The Report

The Manifesto is also available in printed form, with detailed survey data,
organisational case studies and video interviews on a complimentary CD.
Buying copies of the printed report for yourself and your organisation will
equip you with unique evidence of how the workplace is changing, and how
we can all respond.

To order the report, visit: www.cimanifesto.com

This electronic Manifesto is provided with compliments, free of charge, and we welcome

its wide circulation for the benefit of workers and organisations. We hope it will

stimulate debate and contribute to our goal to ‘help make work more inspiring’.

Spread the Word!

http://www.cimanifesto.com



